
Fast Scoped Rerouting for BGP

Abstract— This paper presents an approach to improve inter-
domain connectivity in the Internet. This novel concept deploys
inter-domain routing functions on two different time scales. The
innovative Fast Scoped Rerouting approach operates on a fine
granular time scale and regular BGP is used on a coarse granular
time scale. The overall concept intends to reduce the amount
of globally visible BGP update messages and also provides an
alternative path in case of failure. Thus, this novel approach
improves the Internet’s ability to derive a coherent view of its
topology on the coarse time scale.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The currently deployed inter-domain routing protocol in
the Internet is the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [1], [2].
It provides inter-domain connectivity and considers complex
rules (policies) to influence the paths that are propagated to
peers. At the time BGP was developed policy-aware connec-
tivity was the main objective. Today however, the Internet
user community requires not only a stable connectivity but
also fast recovery from failures. This requirements can not
entirely be fulfilled by BGP [3]. The scalability of the current
Internet depends on several parameters, like the number of
Autonomous Systems (ASes) or distinct routing table entries.
Another, not negligible, criterion for scalability is the dynam-
ics of the network [3] – especially the number of BGP updates,
i.e., withdrawals and announcements of routes [4].

The frequency of BGP updates is one of the most serious
problems of the current Border Gateway Protocol. In [4]–
[12] a lot of reasons for the operation of BGP updates are
given. Among of them are: Router configuration errors – so
called human errors, transient short-time physical and data link
problems, software bugs, problems with leased lines (electrical
timing issues that cause false alarms of disconnect) or short-
time router failures.

All those reasons have one thing in common: The generated
BGP update is strictly speaking unnecessary, because it could
have been avoided due to the temporary and short-time nature
of the failure. Nevertheless, if a failure occurs a BGP update
has to be issued. Due to the fact that BGP propagates every
update message globally, the whole Internet is stressed for
example by a single mis-configuration. According to [5] the
main reason for routing instability are mis-configurations.

Looking at an enormous mass of BGP updates populating
the Internet [9], [10] a mechanism is needed to reduce the total
amount of BGP updates. Not only the load of router CPUs and
the network is affected by those updates but also the Internet
has almost no chance to reach a consistent view at a single
point in time.

A few approaches try to alleviate BGP update storms. Most
of them fix only a single BGP problem and extend BGP in a
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Fig. 1. Comparison of update propagation between BGP and FaSRo

patchwork manner. The most related approaches to our novel
concept are described in section II.

The approach presented in this paper limits updates – in first
instance – to those BGP peers that are directly affected by the
current network change (e.g., link failure). Further the novel
approach provides an alternative path to substitute the broken
link. During the first reaction to the failure only peers that
are inevitably affected by the failure are stressed with update
messages. This approach is calledFast Scoped Rerouting
(FaSRo), because it routes around the failure involving only a
few peers to establish an alternative AS path. This reduces the
total number of routing messages and accelerates convergence
time [13], [14]. In contrast to that BGP propagates a link
failure in inter-domain connectivity globally.

Section II contains a closer look at approaches that try to
alleviate the problems of too many BGP update messages. In
section III our novel FaSRo approach to improve the stability
of inter-domain connectivity is presented. Section IV provides
first simulation results. Finally, section V gives a conclusion
and an outlook on future work.

II. PROBLEMS OF RECENT ALLEVIATION APPROACHES

Looking at the current BGP protocol for almost every
change in the network a globally visible BGP update message
is issued (cf., Fig. 1(a)). Contrary to that the novel FaSRo ap-
proach described in this paper provides a limited propagation
scope for a temporary failure in the inter-domain connectivity
(cf., Fig. 1(b)).

Basically three concepts can be distinguished that try to
alleviate the problem of too many BGP update messages:
Graceful Restart [15], Route Flap Damping [16] and the
recently proposed NOPEER attribute [17].

A. Graceful Restart

The Graceful Restart Capability[15] introduces a new
transitive BGP attribute that describes the capability of the
BGP router to convey routing convergence information to its



peers. This information is actually propagated via theEND-
of-RIB marker.

The main idea of this concept is that a Graceful Restart
capable BGP router is able to preserve its forwarding infor-
mation during its restart process.

This mechanism prevents route flapping due to re-
computation of new routes. Re-computations would be issued
if BGP routers, which are not Graceful Restart capable, detect
that the BGP session is broken.

B. Route Flap Damping

A further approach to alleviate the inter-domain instability
problem isRoute Flap Damping[16].

The idea behind this concept is that for each peer, per
destination, a penalty value is kept. This penalty is increased
for every route change announcement that is propagated by a
BGP update message. The penalty value decays exponentially.
During the penalty phase updates that would lead to network
improvements (e.g., broken path is recovered) are ignored, as
well. This is considered as a big disadvantage of Route Flap
Damping [18], [19].

In [18] an example is given where a route flaps within a
two minute interval. This behavior causes a Cisco router to
suppress this route on the third flap for more than 28 minutes,
if the Cisco router has the recommended set up values [16]
for penalizing a route flap.

C. NOPEER-Attribute

This approach [17] suggests ascope control BGP commu-
nity to allow an origin AS to determine to which extent a route
is propagated externally. The boundary of the propagation
scope has to be determined a priori. Thus, it is not possible
to react on sudden disrupting network changes.

This concept addresses network issues like limited transit
services where advertisements are restricted to certain transit
providers and various forms of selective transit in a multi-
homed environment.

D. Rating

None of the listed approaches is not dynamic with respect
to the scope that is used for update propagation. Graceful
Restart notifies peers about converged routing information
via the END-of-RIB marker. The NOPEER attribute needs
a predefined scope to limit the route propagation. Route Flap
Damping is different from Graceful Restart and the NOPEER
attribute concept, because it reacts dynamically on route flaps.
But Route Flap Damping is considered to be far too strict
concerning network protection [18], [19], because even good
news are blocked during the damping phase.

III. T HE FAST SCOPEDREROUTING APPROACH

A. Basic Concept

The main goal of this novel approach is to improve the inter-
domain routing stability and to reduce the convergence time.
The basic idea is to limit the notification scope of updates and
to switch to an alternative path. FaSRo covers only one part of
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the inter-domain routing process. It achieves a fast reaction to
a short-time problem for the trade-off of temporarily installing
a non-optimal route from a global point of view. Thus, global
propagation of a route change is the second part (usually
handled by normal BGP updates) that restores globally optimal
routes again. This is especially important if the problem is not
temporary but rather persistent. Therefore, the overall concept
is based on two time scales to propagate changes:

• Thefine granular time scaleprocess is used to handle AS
path changes, e.g., a broken link. A local scoped reaction
takes place that establishes an alternative path (see section
III-B) to substitute the broken one.

• On the coarse granular time scaleBGP takes control
of the broken link. This is the case if the failure stays
persistent for a certain period of time. Then BGP updates
are issued and new routes are calculated by BGP.

For the fine granular time scale process it is assumed that
peers along the alternative path are FaSRo capable. If this is
not the case, routers can only speak BGP. Consequently, the
advantages of the new concept cannot be utilized in this case,
but connectivity will not be broken. No other side-effects will
be observed with respect to connectivity compared to regular
BGP operation.

In the following, the term “link failure” is used to denote the
total loss of inter-domain connectivity between two adjacent
ASes (which may however be provided by a set of several
redundant physical links).

To illustrate the overall concept of this novel approach an
example is provided in Fig. 2. The upper part depicts the link
failure scenario between ASA andD. The lower part depicts
both the alternative path and the so-calledFaSRo paththat is
established to substitute the broken link betweenA andD.

A link failure is – in the first instance – handled by FaSRo.
Fig. 3 illustrates the way a failure is processed by using
a state machine of the FaSRo process. Any message that
would normally reach the Finite State Machine of BGP is now
redirected to stateS1of the FaSRo process. StateS1decides
whether the message has to be processed by BGP, which is
the case for so calledKEEPALIVE messages and normal BGP
updates or if the incoming message is forwarded to the FaSRo
process, which is the case for link failures. At this point the
FaSRo process starts handling the failure. The following three
issues are described in detail:



Fig. 3. FaSRo State Machine

• A failure, i.e., a broken link, is detected (section III-A.1)
• The broken link is recovered (section III-A.2)
• The failure stays persistent (section III-A.3)
1) Link Failure: Fig. 3 illustrates the behavior of the FaSRo

process in case of a failure. As soon as the FaSRo process
recognizes the failure of a link (this information is forwarded
from stateS1 to stateS2 two actions take place:
• The FaSRo process disables all those paths in its For-

warding Information Base (FIB) that use the broken link.
Section III-B contains a detailed description how paths
are disabled and how FaSRo paths are determined.

• The FaSRo process issues a message to its peers. These
peers – from the failure detecting routers point of view
– are members of the FaSRo path that is established to
substitute the failed link. After this action is completed,
stateS3of Fig. 3 is reached.

As long as the FaSRo process has control of the error
processing BGP is not aware of the link failure. It is necessary
to keep BGP unaware in order to avoid BGP issuing update
messages.

The propagation of the link failure (starting atA cf., Fig. 2)
is an AS hop-by-hop process along the FaSRo path (cf., Fig. 2
the hops are:A, C andD) that is set up by the FaSRo process.
This AS hop-by-hop process terminates at the other end (D)
of the FaSRo path that substitutes the link failure.

In the FaSRo context the failure compensation case consists
of two parts:
• Notification and establishment of the FaSRo path.
• A period T throughout which the corresponding state

information is kept.
ForT a suitable value has to be determined. In [5] it was ob-

served that most of the temporary errors are recovered within
10 minutes. Thus, this period is suggested as a reasonable
value ofT .

2) Path Recovery:If the formerly broken link recovers
within periodT stateS5 (cf., Fig. 3) is reached. On entering
stateS5 two actions are performed:
• The FaSRo process restores those paths that were marked

as disabled due to the temporary failure of the link.

• The next peer that is part of the FaSRo process is notified
about the recovery.

Every peer performs both actions. This procedure is exe-
cuted along the FaSRo path that was established in order to
substitute the temporary link failure. The whole process is
finished after all routers on this path have been notified and
the control is given back to BGP (BGP processof Fig. 3).

3) Persistent Error: In case the duration of the link outage
exceeds the so calledFaSRo timerT – as depicted in Fig. 3,
stateS3– it is assumed that the problem is not of temporary
nature (stateS4). Consequently, the behavior is switched back
to normal BGP operation (BGP process). Thus, the link failure
has to be propagated via BGP. At this point in time BGP
update messages will be issued and a new route calculation
will be performed.

B. Alternative Path

In the following it is described how the FaSRo path is
determined and which peers are members of this path.

The Local Routing Information Base(Loc-RIB [1], [2],
[20]) contains all currently selected best paths. The FaSRo
process on the BGP router that detects the failure selects an al-
ternative path, based on its Adj-RIBs-In (RIBs composed from
incoming routing information of adjacent peers). It notifies its
next peer on this path about the fact that it is now member of
the FaSRo process. To propagate this fact among the peers two
possibilities exist: Extending the Border Gateway Protocol,
which is the preferred approach or developing a new protocol.

The FaSRo instance on every BGP peer along the FaSRo
path will execute the following actions:

(i) For every destination network prefixd that is affected
by the link failure between ASesA andD, determine an
alternative path.

(ii) In order to establish a substitution for the broken link a
FaSRo path has to be establish.

Having a closer look at step (i) of the FaSRo process the
following operations have to be performed:

• Search the Loc-RIBL for the next network prefixd
whose routepBest(d) is affected by the link failure
betweenA and D, i.e., (A,D) ∈ pBest(d). Mark this
route asinvalid.

• Determine the alternative pathpAlt(d) to destination
networkd from Adj-RIBs-InA. The alternative path must
fulfill the condition that a sub-path of the alternative path
pAlt(d) containsA andD as ASes.
From the set of possible alternative paths to all affected
destinations the sub-path with the shortest substitution
betweenA andD is selected. This substitution is termed
FaSRo pathpFaSRo . Every further affected destination
network prefixd is re-routed viapFaSRo .

The task of step (ii) of the FaSRo process is to establish
the FaSRo path. The pathpFaSRo is traversed hop by hop:

• Send theFaSRo Link Downmessage to the next hop of
the FaSRo path (the next hop is determined by the AS



path). This message notifies the peer that it now partici-
pates in the FaSRo process and advises it to establish the
FaSRo path directed toD.

• For all destinationsd whose paths included the link of
the adjacent ASesA and D: forward all packets along
the FaSRo pathpFaSRo .

Establishing only a single FaSRo path for all affected
destinations is reasonable because only short-time outages are
handled by FaSRo. Setting up an individual FaSRo path for
every destination network prefixd would cause too much effort
with respect to the routers’ CPU and network load. Thus,
all affected traffic is forced to take the FaSRo path which
may cause policy violations in some cases. This, however, is
acceptable since it is limited to the FaSRo timeout period.

Every provider using the FaSRo process profits in case of
failure by other providers temporarily taking over its traffic
and vice versa. Those providers that do not want to take over
other ISP’s traffic simply do not apply the FaSRo process.

C. Loops

In order to guarantee the property of loop-free paths after
convergence two main cases have to be considered:

1) Can loops be created outside the FaSRo scope if the
FaSRo process is started?

2) Can loops occur inside the FaSRo scope?

Concerning the first point the Border Gateway Protocol is
still responsible to avoid loops. Because theAS PATHfield –
containing the traversed Autonomous Systems – is transmitted
on every route change announcement, loops can not occur.

For the second point two further cases have to be distin-
guished:

1) Scenario:
A link failure was detected, but this information has not
yet been propagated to all the peers that are part of the
FaSRo path (so the set up process is still in progress).
Conclusion:
In this case packets are still sent via the old route and
may cycle until the FaSRo path is completely established.
To illustrate this behavior assume that ASB form Fig. 2
has as default path<A, D> to deliver packets to a
destination network. After the link failure the FaSRo path
is established among the ASesA, C and D. As long as
C is not notified that it participates the FaSRo process
C delivers packets toA andA forwards them again toC.
This might cause packet loss if the packets’ Time To Live
value is counted down to zero and are thus discarded.
This may only happen during the convergence time of
the routing protocol, what – in fact – is nothing unusual,
because all routing protocols can create transient loops
during their convergence time.

2) Scenario:
The information concerning the link failure has been
propagated to all peers on the FaSRo path.
Conclusion:
If a loop occurs the loop must have been present before,

i.e., BGP routes had not converged. Because every router
on the FaSRo path is aware of its function as temporary
re-routing peer. The FaSRo process can not cause the set
up of a loop. No loops can occur due to the combination
of BGP and FaSRo (for proof see section VI).

D. Improvements

Using the FaSRo process can improve the overall inter-
domain routing situation. Due to the application of two time
scales only little network and router CPU load is generated in
the first instance, i.e., when no BGP mechanism is used.

As described above, failures and mis-configurations affect
at first only a limited number of BGP routers (cf., Fig. 1(b)).
The same applies to the restoration of a link respectively to
the correction of a mis-configuration.

So failures – of whatever kind – affect only a reduced scope
compared to the normal BGP failure propagation mechanism.
This reduction makes it possible to accelerate the conver-
gence time, because there is no need to re-negotiate policy-
conforming routes that would replace the broken link. Using
BGP would require a re-calculation of the routing table and
negotiation of new paths so that those are conforming to the
current policies.

Thus, in the first instance there is only a switch-over from
the broken path. It is switched back to the former path when
the broken path is recovered. This behavior provides more
inter-domain routing stability, because the amount of globally
visible BGP updates is drastically reduced. In contrast to route
flap damping FaSRo does not need to block BGP updates from
a particular peer concerning a certain destination to protect the
routers’ CPU and to reduce the network load. FaSRo is a CPU
and network load friendly behavior and does not consume a
lot of resources. The inter-domain routing topology becomes
more stable and consequently the Internet has the opportunity
to converge to a coherent view.

Note that FaSRo cannot help if a complete AS fails. As this
case is rather unlikely, FaSRo was not designed for such an
event.

IV. F IRST EVALUATION

In order to prove that the FaSRo concept works as expected
a simulation was set up using the event discrete simulation kit
OMNeT++ [21]. The whole FaSRo concept was simulated at
the AS level basis.

For the simulation a lightweight BGP engine was imple-
mented. This engine only issues BGP update messages in
case of a failure and acts as distributor for received update
messages. The lightweight BGP engine can be seen as best
case for BGP concerning the amount of update messages. In
case of a failure the used BGP engine notifies every peer with
exactly one BGP update message but filters duplicate updates.
This behavior is rather unusual because BGP recalculates
its routing table on the receipt of an update message and
propagates the new routes to its peers until a set of policy
conforming routes is achieved.
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The implemented FaSRo engine provides the functionality
that was described in section III. In case of a link failure the
FaSRo path is signaled from each failure detecting end point
to the other.

The simulation intends to show:
• FaSRo provides a shorter convergence time
• Reduction of globally visible BGP update messages
• Routers are less stressed by update messages

A. Evaluation setup

To prove the FaSRo concept the topology depicted in Fig. 4
was used. Further this topology was used to validate that the
implemented BGP and FaSRo engines work as intended.

For the topology the broken link was selected manually. The
broken link has to fulfill the condition that an alternative path
exists to substitute the broken link. Policies were not taken into
account because it is assumed that ISPs, whose BGP routers
are FaSRo capable, accept to transport traffic from other ISPs
for a short period of time even if this would violate their
policies.

B. Evaluation Results

The simulation has proven that the FaSRo concept works
and provides an improvement to BGP. In the following,
parameters from table I of the simulation are discussed:

The parametermessage ratiocorrelates the total amount
of FaSRo messages to the total amount of BGP messages
that occurred during the simulation. The first simulations have
shown that FaSRo needs less than 25 % messages to handle a
link failure. The lightweight BGP engine – as already stated
before – is an optimized version with respect to convergence
time. So even in the best case BGP does not perform as good
as FaSRo does.

The messages per total amount of ASescorrelates the
total amount of FaSRo and BGP messages to the amount of
ASes used in the simulation. This parameter offers an almost
topology independent parameter describing the quality of the
FaSRo process.

The ratio of convergence timecorrelates the convergence
time FaSRo needs to establish a FaSRo path to the time
BGP needs to propagate the link failure among the ASes.
As mentioned before a lightweight BGP engine is used that
represents an optimal case concerning link failure propagation.
As policies are out of scope during the first simulations BGP

TABLE I

SIMULATION RESULTS

16 ASes

FaSRo BGP

Message ratio 22.2 % 100 %

Messages per total amount of ASes 0.25 1.125

Ratio of convergence time 40 % 100 %

Min, Max length of FaSRo path 4, 5 –

has converged as soon as all ASes are notified about the link
failure. Providing absolute time values does not make sense
because the internal router processing and transport time was
not implemented in the simulation.

The min and max length of FaSRo pathshows minimum
and maximum the length of the substitution path – including
the error detecting ASes – that is established to route around
the link failure.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The FaSRo process provides a mechanism to limit inter-
domain network changes to only those peers that are neces-
sarily affected by that change. Three main objectives can be
achieved using FaSRo:
• Reduction of globally visible BGP update messages and

also providing an alternative path (if one exists)
• Reduction of routers’ CPU and network load
• Opportunity for the Internet to converge to a coherent

view
Those objectives are an essential premise for improving the
current Internet in order to provide stable routes as basis for
future services with QoS guarantees. First simulations results
have shown qualitatively that the FaSRo approach works.

Simulations with larger network scenarios, including real
Internet topologies will be run. Furthermore, the simulations
will be extended to provide a more realistic BGP behavior.
It is intended to extend the FaSRo approach with a kind of
whispering withdrawso that peers that detect a network failure
can ask their neighbors for alternative paths, if the failure
detecting router as no alternative path available.

VI. A PPENDIX

Though FaSRo routers may have a different view than
non-affected BGP routers, the following proof shows that the
combination of FaSRo and BGP does not result in any loops,
especially if FaSRo re-rerouting is active.

Notation: We model the Internet topology at the Au-
tonomous System (AS) level as graphG = (V,E) with
V := {v|v is a node (AS)} and E := {(u, v)|u, v ∈
V } ⊆ V × V . The path pvk

(d) denotes the sequence
of ASes which are traversed towards destination network
d as seen by ASvk. Thus, if v0 is the next AS hop
and vn the destination AS,pvk

(d) is defined as sequence
of edges(v0, v1), (v1, v2), . . . , (vn−1, vn) = 〈v0, v1, . . . , vn〉
with (vi, vi+1) ∈ E for i = 0, . . . , n− 1.



Preconditions:

(i) Consistent BGP view (BGP had converged):pvk
=

〈vk+1, . . . , vn〉 = 〈vk+1, pvk+1(d)〉 for k = 0, . . . , n− 1.
Thus, it follows that

pv0(d) = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn〉 = 〈v1, pv1(d)〉
= 〈v1, v2, pv2(d)〉

pv1(d) = 〈v2, . . . , vn〉
pv2(d) = 〈v3, . . . , vn〉

· · · = · · ·
pvn−1(d) = 〈vn〉

pvn
(d) = 〈〉

(ii) All BGP paths are loop-free. A pathpv0(d) is loop-free
if ∀vi ∈ pvk

(d) : vi 6= vj ∀i 6= j
(iii) The original BGP pathpv0(d) = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn〉 is

replaced by the path
pv0(d) = 〈u1, . . . , uk︸ ︷︷ ︸

FaSRo
loop-free path

, vi, . . . , vn︸ ︷︷ ︸
residual
path

〉.

That means, without loss of generality, sub-path
〈v1, . . . , vi−1〉 was substituted by the loop-free
FaSRo path〈u1, . . . , uk〉, and, the residual BGP path
〈vi, . . . , vn〉 remains unchanged.

Proof: Assume that at some ASvl a nodeuj of the FaSRo
path is also present in the residual BGP path ofpvl

(d) (i.e., a
loop exists between BGP and FaSRo):
∃ j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : ∃ l ∈ {i, . . . , n− 1} : uj ∈ pvl

(d)

⇒ pvl
(d) = 〈vl+1, . . . , vn〉 = 〈vl+1, . . . , uj , . . . , vn〉

(i)⇒ pvl−1(d) = 〈vl, pvl
(d)〉 = 〈vl, vl+1, . . . , uj , . . . , vn〉

⇒ pvl−2(d) = 〈vl−1, pvl−1(d)〉 = 〈vl−1, vl, . . . , uj , . . . , vn〉
⇒ ∃h : pvh

(d) = 〈ui, . . . , uk, vl, . . . , uj , . . . , vn〉 : ui = uj

(ii)⇒ contradiction to the loop-free property of BGP.
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